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During my ten years as Commissioner of Insurance of
this Commonwealth I have on several occasions recom-
mended that the Legislature authorize a revision of the
insurance laws. I feel that considerable progress has
been made in reaching the desired objective. The progress
of my latest recommendation on this matter may be fol-
lowed by reference to Senate Bill No. 607 of 1947, dated
June 10, 1947; Senate Bill No. 431 of 1948, dated De-
cember 17, 1947; and House Bill No. 2377, dated June 8,
1948.

The Committee on Insurance, acting under the au-
thority of House Bill No. 2377, has held hearings within
the past month, and I am hopeful that, as a result of my
presentation, the need for the revision of the insurance
laws will be generally recognized and provision made for
carrying into effect this recommendation under the
supervision of a competent draftsman employed to per-
form this specific task. The consolidation, rearrangement
and recodification without substantive changes wr ould be
of little value in remedying the defects in the present
Laws. This thought is succinctly and forcefully stated
by the Senate chairman of the Committee on Insurance,
Hon. Charles J. Innes, in the following language;

If anything worth while is to be achieved, and I am backed up in
this statement by the Insurance Commissioner and many representa-
tives of the insurance industry, antiquated, unworkable, inconsistent
and ridiculous provisions must be eliminated or reconciled, and that
will involve changes in substance.

There are other members of the Commission who are
impressed by the force of the arguments which I have
presented to the Commission in support of the Depart-

STATEMENT BY THE COMMISSIONER OF
INSURANCE.
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ment’s Recommendation for a revision of the Insurance
laws. Anticipating a favorable report I have limited my
recommendations for specific legislation to matters of
immediate concern to the people of this Commonwealth.

The members of the Legislature are familiar with the
provisions of United States Public Law No. 15, enacted
by the Congress of the United States and signed by the
President on March 9, 1945, wherein the Congress “de-
clares that the continued regulation and taxation by the
several states is in the public interest, and that silence
on the part of the Congress shall not be construed to
impose any barrier to the regulation or taxation of such
business by the several states.” Further, it will be re-
called that, under the provisions of this law, as amended,
the insurance business was subject to a moratorium
suspending the impact on the business of insurance of
certain federal laws until July 1, 1948, and following this
date certain acts including the Federal Trade Commission
Act “shall be applicable to the business of insurance to
the extent that such business is not regulated by state
law.”

If the State is to continue to effectively regulate the
business of insurance to the full extent permitted by the
Congress, legislation in addition to that already adopted
will from time to time be required. Acting on the as-
sumption that your honorable body adopts the opinion
of your Committee on Insurance “that in so far as the
commonwealth can supplant the federal government as
the supervisory agency it is in the best interest of our
citizens to do so” (Senate 431 of 1948, Page 4), I am
submitting a few important legislative recommendations
which I feel are required to carry out the purpose here
stated.
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I. Uniform Unauthorized Insurers Act.
The Federal Trade Commission has received from the

Association of Insurance Advertisers an application for
trade practice conference proceedings. This application
is intended to include mail order insurance companies
and those companies which conduct a substantial part of
their business by direct mail, newspaper or magazine
advertisement or solicitation. The post office has given
considerable attention to the problems which have arisen
as a result of the use of the mails for the transaction of
insurance business.

Citizens of this State have from time to time been
imposed upon and inconvenienced in procuring benefits
promised in policies issued by companies transacting
business through the mails. I make no representation
that all companies transacting business through the mails
have deliberately imposed upon the public. It appears,
however, that some effort should be made to regulate so
far as is possible the activities of unlicensed insurance
carriers. My recommendation for the year 1941 (House
Bill No. 75) elaborated on this matter. At that time I
proposed a bill similar to one prepared by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners, endorsed by
that Association and enacted in several States. The bill
passed both branches of the Legislature, but was rejected
by the Senate on the question of its engrossment. This
legislative approval prior to the adoption of Public Law
No. 15 inspires confidence that the Legislature will at
this session adopt the accompanying legislative proposal
for the purpose of amplifying the authority of the State
to further regulate the insurance business in the public
interest.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
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Legislation to accomplish this purpose is attached
hereto.

11. Standard Fire Policy

It is expected that the Federal Trade Commission
will assume jurisdiction and provide supervisory proce-
dure in any area not regulated by state law. It is possible
that the adequacy and effectiveness of the regulation
may likewise be scrutinized by the Federal Trade Com-
mission. To render effective supervision at the state
level unflexible laws will require amendment. We believe
the standard fire insurance law presents interstate and
intrastate problems which require attention at this time.

Section 99 of the General Laws, chapter 175, which
sets forth in specific detail the provisions required to be
contained in the standard fire policy issued in this Com-
monwealth is in substantially the same form at the
present time as it was in the year 1873, when it first
became an integral part of the Insurance Law.

As a practical matter, many of the provisions of the
standard form as set forth in section 99 are obsolete,
and fire insurance companies modify and change these
provisions by means of endorsements and riders. This
procedure results in the issuance of a cumbersome form
of policy and one under which it is exceedingly difficult
for an insured to determine his coverage, rights and
obligations. We believe that the public interest would
be better served by the issuance of a policy form requiring
a minimum number of riders or endorsements amending
the terms thereof.

The argument that section 99 should not be changed
because of the effect of judicial interpretations of the
standard fire policy would be lost is frivolous and without
substance. The same argument may be used against
changing of any provision of law. The standard fire
policy has been the least litigated of any of the insurance
contracts issued in the Commonwealth.

The essential clauses requiring further protection of
insurance companies, mortgagees and policyholders are
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retained in the law. This follows the technique adopted
elsewhere in the law where policy provisions are required
by statute. Our recommendation enables insurance
carriers to adopt policy forms which are flexible and
responsive to changing economic conditions. The rapidity
of these changes in our modern civilization dictates the
adoption of a realistic legislative policy geared to the
new legislation requiring the supervision of fire insurance
rates in this Commonwealth.

Problems have arisen in connection with the under-
writing of insurance covering contents on multiple
location risks under so-called reporting and non-reporting
forms. This class of business has been handled by a
group of stock companies operating through an organi-
zation known as the Interstate Underwriters Board. In
addition, substantial amounts of this type of business
have been handled by mutuals, reciprocals and other
types of insurance carriers which are not members of
the Interstate Underwriters Board. A good discussion
of the problem is contained in a talk detailed by Super-
intendent Dineen of New York entitled, “State Regula-
tion of National Rates: I. U. B. after S. E. U. A.” Mr.
Dineen said in part:

. . . the I. U. B. was the creation of an Eastern Underwriters
Association committee in 1927 and was formalized (with slight modi-
fications) by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners in
1928. The original plan contemplated an averaging of specific rates
to produce a single over-all rate under a reporting form. As time went
on, it became necessary to modify the average overall rate up or down,
which was done by means of surcharges and discounts based on the
attributes of the risk as a whole. These factors took into considera-
tion coinsurance, acquisition costs, spread of risk, fluctuating values,
centralized records, experience and other elements commonly recog-
nized in rating large risks, not the least of which was competition.

These changes in the operation of the plan led to some extraordinary
results in the regulatory field. In actual practice, the rate was deter-
mined competitively following consultations between the broker, the
company and the I. U. 8., the latter being the organization which
produced the final rate. In theory, the I. U. B. was a service or ad-
visory organization which simply suggested the rate to the interested
insurance company. It was obvious that if each local rating bureau
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functioned independently, it could never arrive at the unified national
rate necessary to obtain the business. A complicated system of un-
derlying policies 1 was used to tie in the unified rate with the rates filed
and policy forms required in each state and to comply with local
countersignature laws. Frequently the data on the underlying policies,
taken collectively, was mathematically inconsistent with the aggre-
gate result, but this was unimportant because the assured never saw
the underlying policies. They were rarely, if ever, delivered and generally
reposed in the company’s files. The assured received a master policy
which was the fruit of all this labor.

One critic described the underlying policies as “tacitly accepted
camouflage” and the agent’s countersignature as “a perfunctory sig-
nature to a dummy policy.” Another critic, using modern-day labor
expressions, described the underlying policy device as “made work,”
and the part which resident agents play in countersigning policies as
“feather bedding.” The futility of these labors did not escape the
attention of Congress as will be disclosed by- a reading of the minutes
of the Congressional hearings in 1944 which preceded the enactment
of U. S. Public Law 15. Whether or not all of these criticisms are well
founded, the fact remains that the
policies takes time and money, and
devising a more simplified procedu.

(reparation of these underlying
msideration should be given to

one that will protect legiti-
mate local interests without subjecting the buying public to wasteful
practices.

In fairness to the business, and as an answer to those who ask
Why did the companies spend so much time and money on non

productive efforts?”, it must be said that much of this was done to
observe the letter of local laws while endeavoring to statisfy legitimate
business needs of a national character.

It is observed from the foregoing discussion that insur-
ance companies are forced to violate section 99 in order
to adapt their business practices to the demands of the
insuring public. It is inconceivable that businessmen en-
gaged in a legitimate business should fail to support re-
vision of statutes which seek to legalize in the public
interest practices which are illegal under the provisions of
section 99.

The following extract from the Report of Examination
dated October 22, 1941, of the Interstate -Underwriters
Board made by the New York Insurance Department
furnishes further enlightenment on the difficulty which

1 Italics
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arises from efforts to adequately serve the public and at
the same time comply with archaic and outmoded laws:

In some thirty or more states there are varying degrees of rate con-
trol in the case of fire insurance. In most of such states rates are filed
by a central rating organization on behalf of member and subscribing
companies. In the various states there are stamping or audit bureaus
acting independently or in association with the local rating organiza-
tions. The purpose of these stamping bureaus is to check dailies and
ascertain whether they are written on proper forms and at proper rates
as filed for the particular risks located in their jurisdiction.

The daily report of the underlyiiig policy which is submitted to the
stamping bureau may show (1) the average rate which is charged in
the master policy in which case the rate would not agree with the
specific location rate or (2) the specific location rate in which case it
would not agree with or be on the same basis as the rate actually
charged under the master policy. From the indications generally
observed in connection with this examination it is the understanding
of your examiner that in the few states where the underlying policies
are submitted on the basis of the local specific rate the compliance is
meaningless; that where no dailies are submitted the effect is obvious;
and that in other jurisdictions the flagging of the daily as an under-
lying policjf results in a perfunctory assumption that stamping by the
I, U. B. which made the rate is a sufficient reason to overlook com-
pliance with the requirements.

Further evidence of the disregard for the statutory
policy forms written into the laws of many of the states
is evidenced by the following extract from the Report of
the Survey on Company Practices, Interstate Fire Con-
tracts, dated July 14, 1943, made by the New York In-
surance Department:

The survey disclosed that all underlying daily reports are not sub-
mitted to stamping or audit bureaus for review. One company in-
forms that “for these states underlying policy daily reports are not
submitted to local stamping offices since we have been informed that
they do not want to stamp these daily reports.”

The action taken by stamping bureaus varies to a considerable ex-
tent. Some stamping bureaus will return dailies with their stamp of
approval. The daily reports returned by other stamping bureaus
merely contain their received stamp without any indication of the
stamping bureau’s approval or criticism. Some companies, in the
belief that a stamping bureau did not wish to review these daily re-
ports would send them to the Board. The Board, however, has as-
sumed no jurisdiction over underlying daily reports and returns them
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without approval, but here again the Board’s received stamp is im-
printed on the daily. Some companies apparently consider their
obligations fulfilled where they have submitted underlying daily re-
ports, either to a local audit or stamping office or to the Board. One
group of companies states:

“We had been in the practice of submitting all underlying policies
for California, Utah, Nevada and Montana to the Board of Fire
Underwriters of the Pacific for approval. They would not approve
these underlyings claiming they had no jurisdiction and sent them to
the I. U. B. stamping office on the coast, who, in turn refused to ap-
prove or disapprove the underlyings, for the same reason. We, there-
fore, up to recently, did not submit I. U. B. underlyings to either the
Pacific Board or the I. U. B.’’

The master contract average rate, however, cannot be approved at
present by state stamping offices since rating plans for such average
rates have not been filed.

Reference to the provisions of chapter 614 of the Acts
of 1947 would appear to raise the same difficulties similar
in nature to those described in the foregoing quotation.

The growing demand on the part of the public for flex-
ible and modern insurance contracts and rating methods
makes increasingly difficult the use of the statutory fire
insurance policy. Statutes and regulatory practices should
not impose upon the public and the insurance business
unnecessary burdens. We, therefore, recommend that
section 99 and related sections be revised in a maimer

which will not require adherence to a stereotype policy
form. Instead, our legislative proposal attached hereto
provides minimum requirements relating to provisions to
be included in a fire insurance policy. This approach is
in keeping with the philosophy of policy form regulation
provided elsewhere in the law. Our proposal permits in-
surance companies to insert provisions more favorable to
the insured than those required by law and minimize the
necessity for riders and endorsements.

111. Rehabilitation Law.

In 1939, chapter 472 entitled “An Act relative to the
Rehabilitation, Conservation and Liquidation of Certain
Domestic and Foreign Insurers” was enacted and became
an integral part of the lasurance Law. This chapter does
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not apply to a domestic company operating entirely in-
trastate. The specific purpose of this legislation was to
provide for the appointment of the Commissioner of
Insurance as receiver of an insurance company either for
the purpose of liquidation or rehabilitation. The legisla-
tion follows very closely a model bill endorsed by the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners. In its
present form chapter 472 of the Acts of 1939 may be ap-
plied only where a domestic insurance company transacts
business in one or more reciprocal states; that is, states
in which substantially similar legislation is effective.

The experience of the Commissioner of Insurance act-
ing under this Law has demonstrated the value of the Law
in preventing the dissipation of corporate funds through
expensive litigation between rival policyholders’ commit-
tees allegedly representing rival creditors. The law pro-
vides an opportunity for the maintenance of the com-
pany’s business as a going concern thereby avoiding the
loss of good will which has a demonstrable value.

While broad authority is granted the Commissioner of
Insurance under this Law, all of his acts are subject to
judicial control thereby assuring economical administra-
tion of the affairs of a company to which the law is applied.

I have had some experience with the administration of
this law. The benefits reaped In- the policyholders of the
company in question demonstrated the value of the legis-
lation. lam satisfied that the benefits of the legislation
should be extended to domestic companies operating en-
tirely intrastate. Although such companies may not be
subject to regulation by the Federal Trade Commission,
it is possible that through the medium ofreinsurance con-
tracts involving interstate companies practices in the re-
insurance field may invite the attention of the Federal
Trade Commission if regulation at the state level is in-
complete.

The enactment of such an amendment will extend the
benefits of the legislation to all insurance carriers both
foreign and domestic operating interstate or intrastate anti
will provide more complete regulatory processes at the
state level.
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The report of the Special Commission on Fraternal
Benefit Societies (House Bill, 1695, March, 1945), rec-
ommended “a continuance of this Commission for a fur-
ther period of two years with an appropriation sufficient
for administrative functions as its work properly requires.”
The Commission set forth an appendix designed to further
their recommendation.

The Commission made reference to the fact that the
decision in the case of the United States of America,
Appellant v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association, el
al., Appellees, “has multifarious implications and will
undoubtedly cause ‘far-reaching dislocations.’ ”

In view of the foregoing recommendation and the stated
reasons therefor, I believe that the interests of the people
of this Commonwealth who rely on fraternal benefit soci-
ties for their insurance protection will be well served by
the reconsideration at this time of the recommendation
of that Commission. To accomplish that purpose, I sub-
mit herewith in its original form the resolve recommended
by the Special Commission.

IV. Fraternal Benefit Societies.




